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https://vimeo.com/469814419/37a5311bde
CT’S LOWEST 4-YEAR TUITION FOR TODAY’S IN-DEMAND DEGREES.

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE | OCT 25
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Ready to take your career to the next level? Differentiate yourself in a tight job market? Or even change your career path?

Then consider a graduate program at CCSU.

REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE

Start by registering for our CCSU Graduate Virtual Open House. In these highly interactive workshops, you’ll learn more about what programs we offer — and how CCSU can make getting your graduate degree more affordable.

CCSU offers more than 50+ in-demand graduate programs, including:

- A highly flexible MBA program, where you can earn “stackable” official Certificates in key topic areas along the way.
- A robust array of Science, Engineering, and Technology programs — and the only CCSU institution to offer master’s degrees in engineering.
- Our highly respected education programs, like our M.S. in Teacher Leadership, Counselor Education, and Special Education.
- Our distinctive nursing programs, like our Doctor of Nurse Anesthesia Practice and our MSN in Hospice and Palliative Care.

Explore all the ways CCSU can help you move forward. Register for our Graduate Virtual Open House today!
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Join CCSU’s Virtual Open House! Learn how CCSU can make it more affordable for you to earn an in-demand degree.

CCSU Fall 2020 VIRTUAL Open House
New Britain, CT
64 people interested - 14 people going

Join CCSU’s highly interactive Virtual Open House! Attend info-packed presentations and drop-in on dozens of lively conversations on our academic programs, financial aid, student life and more.
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LinkedIn Promotion for Graduate Open House
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AFFORDABLE, FLEXIBLE GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS IN 60 IN-DEMAND FIELDS.

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE | OCT 31
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TURN A 2-HOUR INVESTMENT INTO A 20+YR RETURN.

GRAD VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
SAT., OCT. 31
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5. Online classes don’t have to be “remote”

The lack of hands-on, interactive classroom learning has many students feeling less motivated. But not all virtual learning is equal. Schools leveraging sophisticated H5P technology and extensive faculty development in virtual teaching have found new effective ways to deliver online and hybrid classes. So look for institutions with a proven track record of making online learning more engaging.

CEU offers the quality, experiential learning opportunities you need to keep moving forward with your college studies at a far lower cost. Whether you transfer for one semester or longer, we’ll make your transition as smooth as possible. To learn more, visit our Transfer Information page at http://www.ceu.edu.
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